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Getting Ready for Driverless Cars - Everything you need to know to invest now in the companies

developing the technology that will revolutionize the way we commuteDid you know

that:â€¢IEEEÂ projectsÂ that up to 75 percent of vehicles in the U.S. will be fully automated by

2040â€¢According to a University of Texas report, if just 10% of the cars on U.S. roads were

autonomous, more than $37 billion in savings could be realized due to less wasted time and fuel

and fewer injuries and deaths. If 90% of cars were autonomous, then the benefit rises to almost

$450 billion a year.â€¢A recentÂ surveyÂ found that more than 75 percent of Americans said they'd

consider buying a self-driving car.â€¢Analysts predict cars with self-driving features will create an

$87 billion global industry by 2030.Driverless cars are poised to become the next technological

innovation that will radically change the way we live. They will make driving safer, more efficient,

and cheaper. Think driverless cars are a far-off futuristic dream? Think again. Driverless car

technology is already here and is slowly being phased into many vehicles on the road today.

Manufacturers like Ford, GM, Audi, BMW and Tesla have all either implemented elements of

driverless technology into their cars or are developing new autonomous control features that will

soon become standard features in passenger vehicles. Driverless cars have the potential to become

a multi-billion-dollar industry. From the cars themselves, to the many advanced technologies that

allow these cars to operate autonomously, there are a select group of companies at the forefront of

this industry that are set to profit from the proliferation of driverless cars. Getting Ready for

Driverless Cars offers the most comprehensive listing of the companies developing these

companies and includes background information about each companyâ€™s contribution to the

driverless vehicle revolution. If you want to invest now in driverless cars, then Getting Ready for

Driverless Cars will provide information you can use to identify these investment opportunities. In

this book you will learn:â€¢How driverless cars workâ€¢The technology that allows cars to operate

autonomouslyâ€¢Safety benefits of driverless carsâ€¢Environmental benefitsâ€¢Productivity and

time savings benefits â€¢The social implications of driverless carsâ€¢Public policy implicationsAnd

most importantly, you will learn about the companies developing driverless car technology. Why you

should read Getting Ready for Driverless Cars:â€¢You want to invest in companies developing

driverless technologyâ€¢You want an easy to understand explanation of how driverless cars

workâ€¢You want to know when driverless cars will become commonplaceâ€¢You want to

understand how driverless cars operate safelyâ€¢You want to know how society will adapt to adapt

to driverless carsâ€¢Your skeptical about the market potential of driverless cars
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This book was very informative as to where the future in automobiles is heading. Whether it's

driverless Uber rides, driverless commercial trucks, or even a your own personal driverless vehicle,

this book touches base on all the important issues we will be facing in the next transportation

revolution.

With autonomous cars being tested across the US, Google and now all the car manufacturers are

queuing up to join this race. Sullivan takes what could be a dry subject and brings it to life with clear,

concisely articulated discussion around the aspects that will matter to us all.Nice job -Getting Ready

for Driverless Cars: Everything you need to know to invest now in the companies developing the

technology that will revolutionize the way we commute

Before reading this, I thought the concept of driverless cars - or essentially any

self-transportation-turned-autopilot, was too far off and nothing to consider seriously yet. Who would

trust a machine to make the split second decisions humans navigate every day while driving? But

this book makes it clear that the technology is already here, and the transformation has already

been set in motion. Sullivan does a solid job outlining the risks along with the benefits. Well



researched and thought provoking.

Sullivan makes it clear that driverless cars have the potential to change the entire commuting

landscape, and he does it in a clear, concise, easy-to-read style that benefits both the tech buff and

the layman. His most important contribution, however, is for the investor: he outlines the companies

developing this technology and provides very useful data on which in this burgeoning industry may

prove to be the best investment opportunities.

Very interesting book on a very interesting subject that will affect us all. Patrick did a real nice job of

presenting the facts and trends that will shape driverless cars. As I was reading this book I was

struck by how many times I heard things in the news that resonated with Patrick's message.

All car guys and tech geeks should order 'Getting ready for Driverless cars" written by Patrick

Sullivan. A quick read but very informative and has everything you need to prepare for the future ...

Driverless technology!
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